
HERTAFORMING

women who contribute … are not in textbooks

If you find yourself at Hrelić flea market on a Sunday morning, among heaps of              

clothes, shoes and items with unfathomable functions, you can find, as I did, an             

occasional interesting book. Croatian women in the National Liberation War, the first           

volume, is one of those interesting books. If you’re a little more enthusiastic, the price              

will follow your lead, and settle itself around twenty-five kuna. As this is still Hrelić,              

with a little bargaining, price can be lowered to twenty kunas, followed by a fleeting              

comment about Tito still being pricier than Tuđman.

Hertaforming started as a reaction to a photo of a young woman leaning on a              

tree trunk, posing with slightly hunched shoulders. Herta Turza, as was written below            

the photo on the twenty-fifth page, a hero of National Liberation War in Karlovac.

The story begins on July 3rd, inspired by the power outage in Karlovac, "while             



one group short circuited main power cable, so that the town would remain in the              

dark, others took advantage of the darkness and painted the entire city with slogans,             

which had a great impact, because the next morning there was a city fair with many               

citizens on the streets with many more peasants from the surrounding area. "and            

ends on August 7th, parallel with Herta’s execution . "...the group was arrested on July              

23rd . Among them was Herta Turza. She was accused that during the power shortage              

on July 3rd she wrote anti-propaganda slogans… She was sentenced alongside her           

seven companions on a running court-martial and executed on August 7th."

Hertaforming takes Herta and relocates her from the context of the war in            

Yugoslavia and gives her alternative existence in an undefined future. She becomes a            

test subject in the isolation of the City constructed under the dome .

On July 3rd, year unknown, the power is cut at the main self-sustaining            

complex that supplies the City thereby disrupting the stabilizer field. Fluctuation in the            

field triggers a memory in Herta, which is not perceived as her own, which also starts               

destabilizing her body. After this experience Herta joins one of the literacy courses            

organized by women themselves, and there starts writing letters. In them various           

elements intertwine, excerpts taken from memos of various district committees on          

women's literacy classes and their general activities, such as patient care, hygiene,           

saving and collecting of food, with Herta’s personal reflections.

On the inside, Herta is simultaneously fascinated and frightened by her own           

body, which she explores through her letters, writing about it analytically, distant           

even: "Again I found myself lightly dragging the sleeve down. It’s strange how the pain              

quiets down, morphing into uncomfortable itching. I closed my fingers slowly around           

the fabric, following the contour of the cleft. I close my eyes investigating any             

irregularity on the skin, feeling soft tissue under my fingers, slowly, with ease I put              

more pressure on it, pressing with my fingers, almost certain that the flesh will             

succumb to them and burst. There is no pain at this point, only pleasure… "

Through Hertaforming I wanted to touch this private, internal disparity of mind           

and body, of mental and physical self-image, and recall the role of AFŽ movement             



and the Third ZAVNOH session, a piece of history that was, literally and            

metaphorically, left lying on a dusty flea market floor, and on which, as I stated in the                

subtitle, is almost impossible to read about in textbooks.
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